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beginning of the new century the week-end habit developed
rapidly and made serious inroads on church-going; but the far
greater inroads eventually made by the motor-car had scarcely
begun by 1914. Preachers of any merit still drew large and
attentive audiences everywhere, and a considerable number had
what might be termed national reputations. It was still altogether
exceptional for a couple on whose marriage no slur rested to get
married in a registry office; and a majority of middle-class
people every Sunday morning still put on 'Sunday clothes' and
went in them to public worship, followed often in towns in fine
weather by resort to some 'church parade', where the gentlemen
lifted their silk hats to one another and the ladies took note of
each other's costumes. Yet the practice waned, for the young
people increasingly omitted it, and there was a great difference
in this respect between 1901 and 1914.
The chapels kept up their congregations better than the
church of England; but the labour and socialist movement
poached extensively on their preserves. Not only, as we saw
earlier, did it provide careers on the platform for gifted men who
would otherwise have found them in the pulpit, but the I.L.P.,
which made a practice of holding large indoor propaganda
meetings on Sunday evenings, directly drew away the members
of congregations. The ministers of the chapels, feeling the
attraction which the new politics had for their people, very often
went to meet it half-way. An institution which spread widely
at this time was the T.S.A.* (Pleasant Sunday Afternoon); held
as a rule in the chapel itself with the minister presiding, but,
save for a short prayer and hymns, secular in character. Usually
there were songs or other solo music, but the main feature was
an address by a layman on a secular subject, oftenest with a bias
to humanitarianism of some kind. Popular authors, travellers,
politicians, journalists, or socialist propagandists were in great
request for these addresses—especially the last; and it is signi-
ficant of the political trend of nonconformity in these years, that
while few conservative politicians were invited to speak at
P.S.A.s and many liberals were not either, a leading socialist
might spend practically every Sunday afternoon in them. The
sects, however, differed somewhat in this respect, and the con-
tacts of socialism were commoner and closer with the Congre-
gational and Baptist chapels than with the Wesleyan.
One way and another the rising labour movement owed an

